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Abstract
Let X be a weakly complete space i.e. X a complex space endowed with a Ck-smooth, kX0;
plurisubharmonic exhaustion function. We give the notion of minimal kernel S1 ¼ S1ðX Þ of X
by the following property: xAS1 if no continuous plurisubharmonic exhaustion function is
strictly plurisubharmonic near x: The study of the geometric properties of the minimal kernels
is the aim of present paper. After stating that the minimal kernel S1 of a weakly complete
space can be deﬁned by a single plurisubharmonic exhaustion function j; called minimal, using
the characterization in terms of Bremermann envelopes, we prove the following, crucial, result:
if X is a weakly complete manifold and j a minimal function for X ; the nonempty level sets
S1c ¼ S1-fj ¼ cg have the local maximum property. In the last section we discuss the special
case of weakly complete surfaces. We prove that if dimcX ¼ 2 and c is a regular value of a
minimal function j then the nonempty level sets S1c ¼ S1-fj ¼ cg are compact spaces
foliated by holomorphic curves.
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1. Introduction
Let us deﬁne a weakly complete space as a complex space endowed with a Ck-
smooth, kX0; plurisubharmonic exhaustion function. Weakly complete subdomains
of Stein spaces are Stein. Trivially, proper complex spaces over Stein spaces are
weakly complete. More interesting examples are provided by the pseudoconvex
subdomains of complex tori constructed by Grauert (cf. [A,N2]). With respect to
their geometric-functional structure these domains have Levi ﬂat boundary and all
the level sets (except for the minimum ones) of the plurisubharmonic functions
displaying the completeness are Levi ﬂat, are foliated by everywhere dense complex
hypersurfaces. In particular, they contain no compact complex subspace of positive
dimension and have no nonconstant holomorphic function. We refer to them as
Grauert-type spaces.
It is evident, proper complex spaces over Stein spaces and Grauert-type spaces
constitute two opposite families of weakly complete spaces; thus, it is natural to ask
whether these are the ‘‘only possible’’ such families. We are dealing with this general
problem (deﬁnitely nontrivial even for dimension 2) in a forthcoming paper [ST2].
The results there are obtained by a very careful analysis of the geometry of the level
sets of special plurisubharmonic exhaustion functions called minimal. The basic
properties of these functions are the object of the present paper.
This paper is organized into four sections. After some generalities, in Section 3 we
give the notion of minimal kernel S1 ¼ S1ðXÞ of a weakly complete space X by the
following property: xAS1 if no plurisubharmonic exhaustion function is strictly
plurisubharmonic near x: A priori each regularity class of exhaustion functions
could lead to a different minimal kernel. We do not think so, in fact we believe that
for kpþN they all determine the same minimal kernel (cf. Remark 3.1). Minimal
functions then, are those plurisubharmonic exhaustion functions which fail to be
strictly plurisubharmonic exactly at points of S1: They always exist for each class of
regularity (cf. Lemma 3.1).
The rest of the section is devoted to the study of the interplay between minimal
functions and minimal kernel. We ﬁrst prove that if j : X-R is any Ck-smooth,
kpþN; minimal function, BCX any closed coordinate ball and u : B-R the
Bremermann function on B; with boundary condition u ¼ jjbB (cf. [B]), then
S1-B ¼ Y ¼ fzAB: uðzÞ ¼ jðzÞg
(cf. Corollary 3.5).
This allows us to prove the following, crucial, result (cf. Theorem 3.6)
(a) if X is a weakly complete manifold and j a minimal function for X ; the
nonempty level sets S1c ¼ S1-fj ¼ cg have the local maximum property.
As a consequence, a weakly complete space with a discrete singular set is Stein if
and only if it does not have compact local maximum sets (cf. Corollary 3.7).
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Some additional results about differential–topological properties of level sets of
plurisubharmonic exhaustion functions are proved at the end of the section.
Finally, in Section 4, we discuss the special case of weakly complete surfaces. In
view of the main theorem of [Sh], on foliations by analytic discs of the polynomial
hulls of a real 2-dimensional compact graph in C2; the structure of S1 can be made
further precise; which we do in Lemma 4.1, by proving that
(b) if dimC X ¼ 2 and c is a regular value of a minimal function j; then the
nonempty level sets S1c ¼ S1-fj ¼ cg are compact spaces foliated by Riemann
surfaces.
2. General facts
1. Let X be a (countably at N) n-dimensional complex manifold. A smooth
function c is called q-plurisubharmonic if its Levi form does not have more than q
negative eigenvalues at any point.
Let Y be a locally closed set in X : We say that Y has q-local maximum property or
that Y is a q-local maximum set if for every point xAY there is a neighbourhood U
of x with the following property: for every compact set KCU and every function c
which is q-plurisubharmonic in a neighbourhood of K ;
max
Y-K
c ¼ max
Y-bK
c;
where max
Y-bK
c is meant to be 	N whenever Y-bK ¼ |: Accordingly, a q-local
maximum set has no isolated point.
If q ¼ 0; we say that Y is a local maximum set.
The following is clear. Let XCZ; Z be a complex manifold. A subset Y of X is a
q-local maximum set in X if and only if it is a q-local maximum set in Z:
Let us recall a useful characterization of local maximum sets (cf. [Sl3]).
A subset Y of Cn is a local maximum set if and only if do not exist z
AY ; e40 and
a plurisubharmonic function c on the ball B ¼ Bðz
; rÞ ¼ fjz 	 z
jorg such that
cðz
Þ ¼ 0 and cðzÞo	 ejz 	 z
j2 for zAY-B:
Analytic subsets of X of pure dimension dX1 are ðd 	 1Þ-local maximum sets.
Proposition 2.1. Let X be an n-dimensional complex manifold and YCX an analytic
subset with dimCYyXdX1 for every yAY (i.e. Y is a ðd 	 1Þ-local maximum set). Let
j be a C2 plurisubharmonic function on a neighbourhood of Y in X such that
jjY ¼ const: Then the Levi form of j can have at most n 	 d positive eigenvalues at
any point yAY :
Proof. It is enough to verify the property at regular points of Y :
Let y be a regular point of Y and z1;y; zn holomorphic coordinates on a
neighbourhood U of y such that U-Y ¼ fzkþ1 ¼? ¼ zn ¼ 0g; kXd: With respect
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to these coordinates, the hermitian matrixH ¼ ðjabðyÞÞ of @@jðyÞ has the following
form:
0k 
 
 !
;
where 0k is the k  k zero matrix. Then the associate hermitian form H is vanish-
ing on a k-dimensional subspace V of Cn: On the other hand, if H has p ¼ pðyÞ
positive eigenvalues, H is positive on a p-dimensional subspace W: It follows that
V-W ¼ f0g and consequently p þ kpn i.e. pðyÞpn 	 kpn 	 d: &
The above deﬁnitions can be given in the context of complex spaces. Let us just
observe the following immediate consequence of the characterization of local
maximum sets: a local maximum set in a Stein space X has no compact connected
component.
More generally, let p : X˜-X be a proper morphism between irreducible, pure
dimensional complex spaces. Let E˜CX˜ be the exceptional set of p i.e. xAE˜ if and
only if p is not a local isomorphism at x: Then if X is Stein every compact local
maximum set of X˜ belongs to E˜:
2. Let X be a complex manifold. We say that a subset of XY has q-maximum
property, or that Y is a q-maximum set, if it is a q-local maximum set and, for every
function c which is q-plurisubharmonic in a neighbourhood of Y ;
max
Y
c ¼ max
Y \Y
c:
A closed subset is not a q-maximum set.
If q ¼ 0 we say that Y is a maximum set. In general q-local maximum property
does not imply q-maximum property. As an example take Z ¼ ðD  CÞ,ðf0g  DÞ;
where D is the unit disc in C: Z is a local maximum set in C C but is not a
maximum set, because for the function c ¼ jz1j ððz1; z2ÞAC2Þ one has maxZ c ¼ 1
and c ¼ 0 on Z\Z:
We observe the following two properties:
* with the above notations, if c varies in the space of continuous plurisubharmonic
functions in a neighbourhood of Y ; then the subset
YJ ¼
\
c
xAX : cðxÞ ¼ max
Y
c
 
has local maximum property, provided it is nonempty;
* if YJ is minimal i.e. has no proper local maximum subset then it is a maximum
set.
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3. Minimal kernels
1. Let FkðX Þ; kX2; be the family of all Ck plurisubharmonic exhaustion
functions on X : We say that X is weakly complete (with respect toFkðXÞ) ifFkðXÞ
is nonempty for some kX2: For every jAFkðX Þ denote Zjj the set of those points
xAX such that the Levi form of j at x has at least j zero eigenvalues. We deﬁne
Sj ¼ SjðXÞ ¼
\
j
Zjj;
where j varies inFkðXÞ: The subset Sj; 1pjpn; is said to be the j-minimal kernel of
X (with respect to the chosen family FkðX Þ). The set S1 is also called the minimal
kernel of X :
Observe that, by Proposition 2.1, the set Sj contains every compact complex
analytic subset of X of pure dimension dXj; j ¼ 1;y; n: Furthermore, every
compact local maximum subset Y of X intersects S1 (along YJ), by the properties
referred to in Section 2. In contrast, we will see below (cf. Theorem 3.6) that S1 is the
union of a family of pairwise disjoint, compact, local maximum sets.
Lemma 3.1. There is a Ck plurisubharmonic function j : X-R such that
Sj ¼ Zjj
for every j ¼ 1;y; n: In particular, X is Stein if and only if S1 ¼ f:
Proof. For the purpose of proof ﬁx any CN hermitian metric on X : Nothing more is
assumed about the metric.
Denote by SIðjÞ (singularity indicator of j) a subset of the tangent bundle TðXÞ
deﬁned as follows:
SIðjÞ ¼
[
xAX
fxATxðXÞ : i@@jðxÞðx; xÞ ¼ 0; jjxjjx ¼ 1g;
where jjxjjx is the norm of x with respect to the ﬁxed hermitian metric.
Denote SIðX Þ ¼ Tj SIðjÞ: Clearly for every xAX ; TxðXÞ-SIðX Þ is the unit
sphere of a complex ﬁnite-dimensional subspace of TxðXÞ and xAZjj if and only if
the (complex) dimension of this subspace is at least j:
Let F1CF2C?CFly; FlCF
3
lþ1; be a sequence of compact sets such thatS
lX0 Fl ¼ X (where F
3
lþ1 is the interior of Flþ1).
Assertion. Every SIðjÞ is closed and so SIðXÞ is a closed subset of TðX Þ:
For every point xATxðXÞ\SIðXÞ there is a Ck exhaustion function jx;x : X-R
such that i@@jðxÞðx; xÞ40: Consequently, there is a neighbourhood V ¼ Vx;x of x in
TðX Þ such that i@@jðyÞðZ; ZÞ40 for ZAV ; ZATyðXÞ:
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Clearly, V-SIðX Þ ¼ |: The sets Vx;x form an open covering of TðX Þ\SIðX Þ:
Choose a countable subcovering by fVxl ;xlglX1 which we denote fVlglX1 and
denote the corresponding exhaustion functions jl : X-R: Then i@@jlðyÞðZ; ZÞ40
for ZAVl :
Choose a positive el ; small enough so that
el jjjjFl jjCkðFlÞo
1
2l
; l ¼ 1; 2;y
if kpþN; or
el jjjjFl jjClðFlÞo
1
2l
; l ¼ 1; 2;y
if k ¼ þN (here, of course, the hermitian norm is used.)
Clearly, the series
XþN
l¼1
eljl
converges in the Ck (respectively, CN) topology to some Ck (respectively, CN)
function c; which is plurisubharmonic. Furthermore, for every ﬁxed l; and for ZAVl ;
ZATyðXÞ
i@@cðyÞðZ; ZÞXelði@@jlÞðyÞðZ; ZÞ40
on Vl ; since fVlglX1 covers TðX Þ\SIðXÞ; and so
i@@jðyÞðZ; ZÞ40
on the whole TðX Þ\SIðXÞ; i.e.
SIðcÞ ¼ SIðX Þ:
It follows that Z
j
c ¼ Sj for j ¼ 1;y; n: &
Remark 3.1. A priori each of these regularity classes could lead to a different
minimal kernel. We do not think so, in fact we believe that for 2pkpþN they all
determine the same minimal kernels Sj; j ¼ 1;y; n: It should also be observed that,
even if the above proof can be adapted in the real analytic case, it is not clear at all
whether or not a weakly complete manifold admits a real analytic plurisubharmonic
exhaustion function.
A Ck-smooth, kX2; plurisubharmonic exhaustion function j on X is said to be
minimal if Z1j ¼ S1:
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2. Both notions of minimal kernel and minimal function make sense, more
generally, in the context of weakly complete spaces i.e. complex spaces endowed with
continuous and plurisubharmonic exhaustion functions. We recall that a continuous
real-valued function j on a complex space X is said to be plurisubharmonic if for
every holomorphic map h : D-X ; where D is the unit disc in C; j3h is subharmonic
on D: j is said to be strictly plurisubharmonic if, for any xAX and smooth function
v on X ; the function jþ cv is plurisubharmonic around x for cAR sufﬁciently small.
Equivalently (cf. [FN, Theorem 5.3.1]) if for any local embedding of X in some CN ;
j is locally the restriction of a local strictly plurisubharmonic in CN : Lemma 3.1 then
extends with the same proof.
It is worth observing that no point of the minimal kernel of a weakly complete
space X can be isolated. Indeed assume, for a contradiction, that xAS1 is isolated
and let U be an open neighbourhood of x such that U-S1 ¼ fxg and U is
isomorphic to an analytic subset of a ball in some CN : Let V ; W ; V !W !U be
open neighbourhoods of x: Choose v continuous and strictly plurisubharmonic on U
and RAC0ðUÞ with RX0; supp RCU ; R  1 on a neighbourhood of W : Let ce ¼
cþ eRv; e40; with cminimal. Then ce ¼ c on U\V and is strictly plurisubharmonic
on a neighbourhood of W : Moreover, since c is strictly plurisubharmonic on a
neighbourhood of V \W ; ce is also strictly plurisubharmonic, for e sufﬁciently small.
It follows that, taking ce in U and c on X \V ; we obtain a plurisubharmonic
exhaustion function on X which is strictly plurisubharmonic near x: This is a
contradiction.
3. Let O be a bounded, strictly pseudoconvex domain in Cn and g a continuous
function bO-R: Let us denote PðO; gÞ the family of all functions u :O-R which
are plurisubharmonic in O and such that ujbOpg: Then the upper envelope u of
PðO; gÞ exists, is plurisubharmonic in O and u ¼ g on bO (cf. [B]). We call it the
Bremermann function (in O) with boundary condition u ¼ g; i.e. the continuous
solution of the Bremermann–Dirichlet problem in O with boundary condition u ¼ g:
Lemma 3.2. Let U be a domain in Cn and j : U-R be a continuous plurisubharmonic
function. Let B!U be an open ball and u :B-R be the continuous solution of the
Bremermann–Dirichlet problem in B; with boundary condition u ¼ j: Denote
Y ¼ fzAB: uðzÞ ¼ jðzÞg:
Then
(a) Y is a local maximum set provided it is nonempty.
(b) YCZ1j:
Proof. (a) Suppose Ya|; then Y ¼ fzAB: vðzÞ ¼ 0g; where vðzÞ ¼ 	uðzÞ þ jðzÞ:
By [Sl1], 	u is ðn 	 1Þ-plurisubharmonic [HM] and since j is 0-plurisubharmonic,
the sum v ¼ 	u þ j is ðn 	 1Þ-plurisubharmonic.
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Thus, v is a (continuous) ðn 	 1Þ-plurisubharmonic function such that max v ¼ 0:
Again in view of [Sl1], the maximum level set Y ¼ fzAB: vðzÞ ¼ 0g has local
maximum property.
(b) Suppose now that z
AY \Z1j i.e. j is strictly plurisubharmonic in some open
ball B0 ¼ Bðz
; rÞ; B0!B: Choose RACNðBÞ with RX0 on B; supp RCB0 and such
that Rðz
Þ40: For e positive and sufﬁciently small j1 ¼ jþ eR is plurisubharmonic
in B; j1 ¼ j on bB and j1ðz
Þ4uðz
Þ: this is in contradiction with the deﬁnition
of u: &
Lemma 3.3 (CN regularization of maxðs; tÞ). For every e40; there is a convex CN
smooth function Re :R R-R with the following properties:
(a) Re is convex;
(b) if js 	 tjXe; Reðs; tÞ ¼ maxðs; tÞ;
(c) maxðs; tÞpReðs; tÞpmaxðs; tÞ þ e:
Proof. Let wACNðRÞ; wX0 with supp RCð	e; eÞ be such thatZ þN
	N
wðtÞ dt ¼ 1;
Z þN
	N
twðtÞ dt ¼ 0
and Re be deﬁned by
Re ¼
Z þN
	N
supðs; t þ tÞwðtÞ dt
¼ s
Z s	t
	N
wðtÞ dtþ
Z þN
s	t
wðtÞðt þ tÞ dt:
Properties (b) and (c) are immediate. Convexity comes from the explicit computation
of the Hessian form
HessðReÞðs; tÞðx; ZÞ ¼ wðs 	 tÞjx	 Zj2: &
Remark 3.2. If j; c are two Ck-smooth, kpþN; plurisubharmonic functions with
the same domain, then z/ReðjðzÞ;cðzÞÞ is plurisubharmonic and Ck-smooth;
furthermore, Reðj;cÞ converges uniformly to max ðj;cÞ:
Lemma 3.4. Let X be a complex manifold and j : X-R a Ck-smooth, kpþN;
plurisubharmonic function. Let UCX be a coordinate domain, zAX and B ¼ Bðz; rÞ;
B!U ; an open ball. Let u : B-R be the Bremermann function such that ujbB ¼ jjbB:
Denote
Y ¼ fzAB: uðzÞ ¼ jðzÞg:
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Then for every compact subset K of the open set B\Y ; there is a Ck-smooth
plurisubharmonic function c on X such that
(i) c ¼ j on X \B;
(ii) c is CN-smooth and strictly plurisubharmonic in K
3
Proof. Fix a positive e40 such that uðzÞ 	 5e4jðzÞ for zAK:
Choose a CN-smooth and strictly plurisubharmonic function w deﬁned in some
open ball B0 ¼ Bðz; RÞ containing B and such that
uðzÞowðzÞouðzÞ þ e
for zAB: Let Reðs; tÞ be the function of the previous lemma. Set
ce ¼ Reðw	 3e;jÞ:
Then ce : B0-R is a Ck-smooth plurisubharmonic function. Observe that
wðzÞ 	 3e4uðzÞ 	 3e and uðzÞ 	 5e4jðzÞ
on K : Thus,
jðwðzÞ 	 3eÞ 	 jðzÞjX2e;
hence,
ReðwðzÞ 	 3e;jðzÞÞ ¼ maxðwðzÞ 	 3e;jðzÞÞ ¼ wðzÞ 	 3e;
i.e. ce ¼ w in K :
On the other hand,
wðzÞ 	 3eouðzÞ 	 2eojðzÞ 	 e
for zAbB: Thus,
j	 ðw	 3eÞ4e
and Reðw	 3e;jÞ ¼ j in a neighbourhood of bB: Therefore, in some spherical shell
fr 	 dojz 	 zjor þ dg; we have ce ¼ j:
Thus, if we set
cðzÞ ¼ c
eðzÞ if jz 	 zjor þ d;
jðzÞ if zAX \B;
(
we obtain a well-deﬁned plurisubharmonic function with all the required
properties. &
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Remark 3.3. If j from the last lemma is a smooth plurisubharmonic exhaustion
function, then c is also a smooth plurisubharmonic exhaustion function; therefore,
Z1c-K ¼ f:
Corollary 3.5. Let X be a weakly complete manifold and j : X-R any Ck-smooth,
kpþN; minimal function i.e. Z1j ¼ S1: Let BCX be any closed coordinate ball and
u : B-R be the Bremermann function on B; with boundary condition jjbB: Then it
holds that
S1-B ¼ Y ¼ fzAB: uðzÞ ¼ jðzÞg:
Proof. Applying the last remark to a sequence of compacts KnCB\Y such thatS
nX0 K
3
n ¼ B\Y ; we obtain ðB\YÞ-S1 ¼ | i.e. S1-BCY : On the other hand
YCZ1j ¼ S1 by Lemma 3.2(b). Thus, Z1j-B ¼ Y : &
Remark 3.4. If X is a weakly complete space the conclusion of Corollary 3.5 holds
true for S1-ðX \Sing XÞ:
4. The following theorem states a crucial property of the structure of the minimal
singular set of a weakly complete manifold:
Theorem 3.6. Let j : X-R be a continuous minimal function. Then, for every value
c such that S1c ¼ S1-fj ¼ cg is nonempty, the set S1c is compact and has local
maximum property.
Proof. Let j as in the theorem and denote m ¼ infzAX jðzÞ: Then m is ﬁnite.
Fix c as above and consider a smooth increasing and strictly convex function
w : ½m 	 1;þNÞ-R with the additional property that: wðcÞ ¼ c; wðtÞ4t for all tac;
tXm 	 1 (we can simply take wðtÞ ¼ t þ dðt 	 cÞ2; with d40 small enough so that
1þ 2dðm 	 1	 cÞ40; in order to guarantee w0ðtÞ40).
Let cðzÞ ¼ ðw3jÞðzÞ: Then c is again a plurisubharmonic exhaustion function.
Since w0ðtÞ40; Z1cCZ1j; and since Z1j was minimal, Z1c ¼ Z1j ¼ S1: On the other
hand, c	 j ¼ 0 on fj ¼ cg; c	 jX0 on X and c	 j40 on X \fj ¼ cg:
Take now an arbitrary point z
AS1-fc ¼ cg ¼ S1-fj ¼ cg; and its coordinate
closed ball B centred at z
: Let u : B-R be the Bremermann function u on B; with
boundary condition cjbB: Then jpfpu in B:
Denote
Y ¼ fzAB: uðzÞ ¼ cðzÞg:
By Corollary 3.5, we have Y ¼ S1-B; and so
Y-fc ¼ cg ¼ S1c-Y :
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Consider now an open ball B0!B centred at z
 and recall that
uðz
Þ ¼ min
mAJz

Z
bB0
uðzÞ dmðzÞ;
where Jz
 denotes the set of all Jensen measures for z

; supported by bB0 (cf. [G]).
Choose one, say m; that realizes the minimum, i.e.
uðz
Þ ¼
Z
bB0
uðzÞdmðzÞ:
Since uðz
Þ ¼ jðz
Þ; j; upc we have
0 ¼ uðz
Þ 	 jðz
ÞX
Z
bB0
uðzÞ dmðzÞ 	
Z
bB0
jðzÞ dmðzÞ
¼
Z
bB0
ðuðzÞ 	 jðzÞÞ dmðzÞ
because
jðz
Þp
Z
bB0
jðzÞ dmðzÞ;
m being a Jensen measure. Since u 	 j is a nonnegative continuous function on bB0;
positive on bB0\Y ; with zero integral, we must have supp mCY-bB0 ¼ S1c-bB0:
We now apply the same argument to functions c and j
0 ¼cðz
Þ 	 jðz
Þ ¼ uðz
Þ 	 jðz
Þ ¼
Z
bB0
uðzÞ dmðzÞ 	 jðz
Þ
X
Z
bB0
ðcðzÞ 	 jðzÞÞ dmðzÞX0:
Again, c	 j is a continuous nonnegative function, with integral zero; thus,
supp mCbB0-fc	 j ¼ 0gCfj ¼ cg-bB0:
It follows that
supp mCS1-fj ¼ cg-bB0 ¼ S1c-bB0:
Thus, we have obtained:
* for every z
CS1c and for every small coordinate ball B centred at z

 there is a
Jensen measure m for z
 supported by S1c-bB:
It is an immediate observation that this condition implies that the set S1c is a local
maximum set i.e. has local maximum property. &
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As a consequence we ﬁnd that S1c has no isolated point. Also a C
k-smooth,
kpþN; minimal function j is strictly plurisubharmonic near an isolated point of a
level set.
Remark 3.5. It does not seem easy to show that the sets S1c for a minimal real
analytic function a : X-R have local maximum property; in particular the analogue
of regularization procedure is not readily available in the real analytic category.
Under the hypothesis of the above theorem, if X is a complex space the local
maximum property holds true for the subsets S1c\Sing X (provided nonempty).
Corollary 3.7. A weakly complete space X with discrete singular set is Stein if and only
if it has no compact local maximum set.
Proof. Let j be a minimal function on X i.e. Z1j ¼ S1 and assume S1a|: We know
that SgSing X : By hypothesis X has no compact local maximum subset so we can
choose c in such a way that |aS1cCX \Sing X : Then, in view of Theorem 3.6, S
1
c is a
local maximum set and consequently S1c ¼ |: This is a contradiction. Thus S1 ¼ |: In
view of [N1] X is Stein. &
5. We end this section on qualitative properties of level sets of plurisubharmonic
functions with two results. The ﬁrst one is a weak form of Hopf lemma.
Lemma 3.8. Let OCCn be open, jAC1ðOÞ a plurisubharmonic function. Assume that
the set S ¼ fj ¼ 0g is a C1þd-smooth hypersurface, d40 and O	 ¼ fjo0g is
nonempty with ðO	\O	Þ-O ¼ S: Then @jðzÞa0 for every zAS:
Proof. Fix zAS and let L be the complex line passing through z and containing the
normal vector to S at z: Without loss of generality we can make a complex afﬁne
change of coordinates so that z ¼ ð0;y; 0ÞACn; L ¼ C ð0;y; 0Þ: The normal
vector at z is ð1; 0;y; 0Þ: Consider a small ball Be of radius e; centred at 0; such that
BeCO and denote
De ¼ fz ¼ x þ iyAC: ðz; 0;y; 0ÞABe-W	g;
and
g ¼ fzAC: ðz; 0;y; 0ÞAS-Beg;
with 0Ag: Then De\De ¼ g,t; where tCfjzj ¼ eg: We claim that, for sufﬁciently
small e; De is a topological disc bounded by an open arc g; C1þd-smooth and a closed
real analytic arc t: The function jðzÞ ¼ jðz; 0;y; 0Þ is subharmonic inside De and
continuous on De: Let u : De-R be a harmonic function in De with continuous
boundary value equal to jjbDe : Since jo0 in W	 it follows that j
o0 on t; except
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for the endpoints, while jjg ¼ 0: It follows that uo0 on De; with ujg ¼ 0: By the
standard Hopf Lemma, the normal derivative of u at 0Ag is positive, i.e.
@u=@nð0Þ40; and so @j=@xð0Þ40; i.e. @j=@xð0Þa0: That is @jðzÞa0; as
required. &
The second one consists of
Theorem 3.9. Let X be a weakly complete manifold of complex dimension nX2 and
j : X-R be a C2-smooth plurisubharmonic exhaustion function. Let r4min j and let
Y be a connected component of the level set fj ¼ rg: Assume Y is relatively open in
fj ¼ rg and that Y does not contain local minimum points of j: Assume further that Y
is a local maximum set. Then there is an sor such that the topological boundary of
the connected component of the set K :¼ fspjprg containing Y is contained in
fj ¼ sg,Y : Thus K :¼ fspjprg; bK ¼ Z,Y ; where ZCfzAK : jðzÞ ¼ sg: Any
such s and K satisfy the following properties:
(a) K is a connected compact set with nonempty interior.
(b) The forms
ðddcjÞn	14dj4dcj; ðddcjÞn	14dj; ðddcjÞn	14dcj
vanish identically on K and ðddcjÞn vanishes on K\Y :
(c) Every level set fzAK : jðzÞ ¼ tg; with sptpr; has the local maximum property.
Remark 3.6. The assumption that Y is relatively open in fj ¼ rg (i.e. that
fj ¼ rg\Y is compact) is automatically satisﬁed when r is a noncritical value of j;
the statement is, however, true, also when r is a critical value.
The proof of the theorem is based on the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.10. Let j be a C2-smooth plurisubharmonic function defined in the
neighbourhood of a fixed point pAX ; where X is a complex manifold, dimC X ¼ n;
nX2: Assume that ðddcjÞn	14dj4dcj ¼ 0 at the point p: Then
(i) ½ðddcjÞn	14djðpÞ ¼ 0; ½ðddcjÞn	14dcjðpÞ ¼ 0;
(ii) ðddcjÞnðpÞ ¼ 0; provided djðpÞ ¼ 0:
Proof. Assume that djðpÞa0: (The statement is trivial otherwise).
Since
ðddcjÞn	14dj4dcj ¼ ð2iÞnð@@jÞn	14@j4@j
we have ½ð@@jÞn	14@j4@jðpÞ ¼ 0: As it is well known, for a plurisubharmonic
function j with @jðpÞa0; the last condition means that the complex Hessian of j
at p; say Hð; Þ; is not positive deﬁnite on TpðY Þ; the complex tangent space
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(of dimension n 	 1) to the level set Y ¼ fj ¼ jðpÞg; at p: That is, there is a nonzero
vector xATpðYÞ such thatHðx; xÞ ¼ 0; and soHðlx; mxÞ ¼ 0; l; mAC: SinceHX0;
by Schwarz inequality, Hðx; xÞ ¼ 0 for all xATpðY Þ: Thus, H induces a hermitian
form *H on TpðX Þ=fC xg: Since dimC TpðX Þ=fC xg ¼ n 	 1; there are C-linear forms
m1; m2;y; mn	1 : TpðXÞ=fC xg-C
such that
*Hðx; yÞ ¼
Xn	1
j¼1
mjðxÞmjðyÞ:
Let lj :¼ mj3p; j ¼ 1; 2;y; n 	 1; where
p : TpðX Þ-TpðXÞ=fCxg
is the standard projection. Then
Hðx; yÞ ¼
Xn	1
j¼1
ljðxÞljðyÞ
and
ddcjðpÞ ¼ const
Xn	1
j¼1
lj4lj:
Consequently,
ddcjn	1ðpÞ ¼ const l14l24?ln	14l14l24?ln	1: ðÞ
This implies immediately that ðddcjÞnðpÞ ¼ 0:
Let w :¼ @jðpÞ : TpðXÞ-C: Since w is a C-linear form vanishing on the sub-
space Cx ðxATpðY Þ ¼ Ker wÞ; it has to be a linear combination of l1;y; ln	1;
w ¼Pn	1j¼1 cjlj: Since
djðpÞ ¼ @jðpÞ þ @ðpÞ ¼
Xn	1
j¼1
cjlj þ
Xn	1
j¼1
cjlj
and
dcjðpÞ ¼ i½@jðpÞ 	 @jðpÞ ¼ i
Xn	1
j¼1
cjlj 	 i
Xn	1
j¼1
cjlj
we obtain, by ðÞ; that ½ðddcjÞn	14djðpÞ ¼ ½ðddcjÞn	14ðdcjÞðpÞ ¼ 0: &
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Lemma 3.11. Let X be a real N-dimensional manifold and KCX be a compact set. Let
o be an ðN 	 1Þ-form, with C1-smooth coefficients, defined in a neighbourhood of K :
Assume that o vanishes on the topological boundary bK of K in X : ThenZ
K
do ¼ 0:
Proof. Step 1. The statement is true for KCRN :
In this case, o ¼PNj¼1 oj ; where
oj ¼ fj dx14?dxj	14dxjþ14?dxN :
By hypothesis, ojðpÞ ¼ 0; j ¼ 1;y; N; for pAbK: Thus, it is enough to prove the
statement for every elementary form oj; j ¼ 1;y; N: We do it, without loss of
generality, for the form
o1ðx1;y; xNÞ ¼ f ðx1;y; xNÞ dx24?4dxN :
Let supp g denote the closed support of a generic function g: In our situation, we can
assume (by replacing f by Rf ; where R is a CN-cut-off function such that RjK ¼ 1;
supp R compact and contained in the interior of supp f ), that fAC1ðRNÞ and
supp fC½	A; AN ; where ½	A; AN :¼ ½	A; AN : Then, by the Fubini theoremZ
K
do ¼
Z
K
@f
@x1
ðx1;y; xNÞ dx14?4dxN
¼
Z
½	A;AN	1
Z
Ix2 ;y;xN
@f
@x1
ðx1;y; xNÞ dx1
 !
dx24?4dxN ;
where
Ix2;y;xN ¼ ftAR: ðt; x2;y; xN1Þg;
is a compact subset of R; for ðx2;y; xNÞA½	A; AN	1 (might be occasionally empty).
It is clearly enough to show thatZ
Ix2 ;y;xN
@f
@x1
ðx1;y; xNÞ dx1 ¼ 0;
for all ðx2;y; xNÞA½	A; AN	1:
Fix ðx2;y; xNÞ such that I :¼ Ix2;y;xN is nonempty and let
gðtÞ ¼ @f
@x1
ðt; x2;y; xNÞ:
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Thus g is C1-function of t: Denote
a ¼ minft: tAIg; b ¼ maxft: tAIg:
Then I ¼ ½a; b\SMj¼1ðaj; bjÞ where 0pMpþN: Observe that the set
fa; b; a1; a2;y; b1; b2;yg  ðx2;y; xNÞ
is contained in the boundary of K ; for example
ðaj; x2;y; xNÞAðaj ;bjÞ  ðx2;y; xNÞCRN \K :
Thus, gðtÞ ¼ 0 for t ¼ a; b; aj; bj; j ¼ 1;y; M: NowZ
I
@f
@x1
ðt; x2;y; xNÞ dt ¼
Z
I
d
dt
gðtÞ dt
¼
Z b
a
d
dt
gðtÞ dt 	
XM
j¼1
Z bj
aj
d
dt
gðtÞ dt
¼ gðbÞ 	 gðaÞ 	
XM
j¼1
ðgðbjÞ 	 gðajÞÞ ¼ 0:
This completes the proof of Step 1.
Step 2. We now reduce the general case to the Euclidean case by localization.
There is a CN partition of unity R1;y; Rs and ﬁnite coverings fVjg1pjps;
fUjg1pjps of K such that supp RjC V
3
j; VjCUj; j ¼ 1;y; s; Vj is a compact set, Uj is
a coordinate neighbourhood in X (diffeomorphic to a subset of RN ) and RjX0;Ps
j¼1 RjðxÞ ¼ 1 for xAW ; WC
Ss
j¼1 Vj; where W is a neighbourhood of K ; andSs
j¼1 VjCsuppo:
Now let oj ¼ Rjo: Then ojW ¼ ð
Ps
j¼1ojÞjW ; and do ¼
Ps
j¼1 doj on W : Thus,Z
K
do ¼
Xs
j¼1
Z
K
doj:
It sufﬁces to show that Z
K
doj ¼ 0:
Observe doj ¼ 0 on X \supp Rj and so doj ¼ 0 on K\K-Vj: Consequently,Z
K
doj ¼
Z
K-Vj
doj ¼ 0:
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Now K-Vj is a compact set and
bðK-VjÞC ½ðbKÞ-Vj,ðK-bVjÞ
C ½ðbKÞ-Vj,½K\supp Rj :
Thus, oj ¼ Rjo vanishes on bðK-VjÞ: Since K-VjCUj; which is diffeomorphic to
an open subset of RN ; Z
K
doj ¼ 0
by Step 1. &
Lemma 3.12. Let X be a complex manifold of (complex) dimension n and j : X-R
be a C3-smooth plurisubharmonic function. Let KCX be a compact set such that
bKCfj ¼ sg,fj ¼ rg; where sor; r; sAR: Assume that the form ðddcjÞn	14dcj
vanishes on the set Y ¼ fzAK : jðzÞ ¼ rg: Then
(i) ðddcjÞn on K
3
;
(ii) ðddcjÞn	14dj4dcj ¼ 0 on K
3
:
Proof. Let Z ¼ fj ¼ sg and o ¼ ðj	 sÞðddcjÞn	14dcj: By the assumption,
oðpÞ ¼ 0 for pAY : On the other hand, for pAZ; jðpÞ 	 s ¼ 0 and so oðpÞ ¼ 0 as
well. Thus, ojK ¼ 0: By Lemma 3.11Z
K
do ¼ 0:
Now
do ¼ ðddcjÞn	14dj4dcjþ ðj	 sÞðddcjÞn
and so
0 ¼
Z
K
ðddcjÞn	14dj4dcjþ
Z
K
ðj	 sÞðddcjÞn: ðÞ
Since j	 sX0 on K and ddcjX0; both integrands in ðÞ are nonnegative forms with
continuous coefﬁcients. By ðÞ; each of them has zero integral and so they have to
vanish on K
3
; i.e.
ðddcjÞn	14dj4dcj ¼ ðj	 sÞðddcjÞn ¼ 0
on K
3
: As j	 s40 on K
3
; ðddcjÞn ¼ 0: &
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Lemma 3.13. Let j : X-R be a C2-smooth plurisubharmonic function, where X is a
complex manifold of dimension nX2: Let WCX be a relatively compact open subset.
Assume that
ðddcjÞn	14dj4dcj ¼ 0
on W ; and that djðpÞa0 for every pAW : Then
(i) for every cAR and for a sufficiently large even integer k ¼ kðcÞ the function
l ¼ ðc 	 jÞk is ðn 	 2Þ-plurisubharmonic in W ;
(ii) for every tAR; the level set Y ¼ fxAW : jðxÞ ¼ tg is a local maximum set,
provided it is nonempty.
Proof. (i) The complex Hessian of l at pAW is
HðlÞðpÞ ¼ kðj	 cÞk	2fðk 	 1Þ@jðpÞ#@jðpÞ þ ðj	 cÞHðjÞðpÞg;
where HðjÞðpÞ is the complex Hessian of l at p:
Fixing any Riemannian metric, choose the unique vector vpATpðXÞ which is
orthogonal to TpðYÞCTpðXÞ and satisﬁes @jðpÞðvpÞ ¼ 1; for every pAW : It is clear
that p/vp is a continuous section on W ; by compactness of W there is an even
integer k large enough so that
HðlÞðpÞðvp; vpÞ ¼ k½jðpÞ 	 ck	2fðk 	 1Þj@jðpÞðvpÞj2
þ ½jðpÞ 	 cHðjÞðpÞðvp; vpÞg ðÞ
is nonnegative.
Now ﬁx an arbitrary point pAW : Since ðddcjÞn	14dj4dcj ¼ 0 at p; there is a
nonzero vector wpATðX Þ tangent to fj ¼ jðpÞg at p such thatHðjÞðpÞðwp; wpÞ ¼ 0
and @jðpÞðwpÞ ¼ 0: SinceHðjÞðpÞX0; by Schwarz LemmaHðjÞðpÞðwp; vpÞ ¼ 0: In
addition, wp and vp are linearly independent (being orthogonal). Since
HðjÞðpÞðmwp þ nvp; mwp þ nvpÞ ¼ jnj2HðjÞðpÞðvp; vpÞ
and @jðpÞðmwp þ nvpÞ ¼ n; we obtain, by formula ðÞ; that
HðlÞðpÞðmwp þ nvp; mwp þ nvpÞ ¼ jnj2HðlÞðpÞðvp; vpÞX0:
Thus, HðlÞðpÞ is positive semi-deﬁnite on the 2-dimensional subspace spanned by
vp; wp for every pAW : This means that l is ðn 	 2Þ-plurisubharmonic.
(ii) Fix tAR such that fj ¼ tg-W ¼ f and let
Wþ ¼ fzAW : j4tg; W	 ¼ fzAW : jðzÞotg:
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Since j is plurisubharmonic, W	 is pseudoconvex in W and so ðn 	 2Þ-
pseudoconvex in W as well (cf. [Sl2, Deﬁnition 4.1]). Choose now c real such that
c 	 j40 in W : Then Wþ ¼ fzAW : lðzÞoðt 	 cÞkg: By part (i) l is ðn 	 2Þ-
plurisubharmonic, its sublevel set Wþ is ðn 	 2Þ-pseudoconvex in W ; by [Sl2,
Theorem 4.3]. Since W	 and Wþ are disjoint, their union W	,Wþ is also ðn 	 2Þ-
pseudoconvex (in W ). Now, by a duality result (cf. [Sl2, Corollary 4.10]), the
complement of a ðn 	 2Þ-pseudoconvex set has the local maximum property of order
n 	 ðn 	 2Þ 	 2 ¼ 0: Thus, the set Y ¼ W \ðW	,WþÞ has the usual local maximum
property. &
Proof of Theorem 3.9. Choose disjoint, open and relatively compact sets U ; V such
that YCU ; fj ¼ rg\YCV :
There is an sor such that fzAX : spjðzÞprgCU,V : Let K0 ¼
fspjðzÞprg-U : Clearly, K0 is compact, bK0Cfj ¼ sg,Y ; and bK0 ¼ fj ¼
rg-U ¼ Y : (The latter identity holds because j is not constant on
any neighbourhood.) Since none of the points of Y is a local minimum
point of j; the open set fsojorg-U is nonempty and contained in K0; thus
K
3
0a|:
Finally, K0 is a connected set. Suppose not, then there is a decomposition K0 ¼
K1,L; where K1; L are compact and disjoint, K1*Y ; and so bLCfj ¼ sg: If L is
not contained in fj ¼ sg; then maxL j ¼ t04s: Let z0AL be any point where
jðz0Þ ¼ t0: As z0AL\bL i.e. is an interior point of L; there is a connected open set W
such that z0AWCL: Thus, j has maximum at z0 relative to W and so (being
plurisubharmonic) must be constant on W ; contrary to the assumptions.
Consequently, LCfj ¼ sg: However, as LCK0 ¼ U-fspjprg; we ﬁnd that j
attains a constant maximum value jðsÞ on L relative to some connected open
neighbourhood of L; and so (by plurisubharmonicity) j is constant on this
neighbourhood, contrary to the assumptions.
Thus, L ¼ |; and K0 is connected. We let K :¼ K0: It is clear that K has the
properties required in (a).
(b) Consider an arbitrary point pAY : If djðpÞ ¼ 0; then the equality
½ðddcjÞn	14dcjðpÞ ¼ 0 holds trivially.
Now assume djðpÞa0; and suppose ½ðddcjÞn	14dcjðpÞa0: By Lemma 3.10 this
means that ½ðddcjÞn	14dj4dcjðpÞa0; i.e. ½ð@@cjÞn	14@j4@jðpÞ40: By the
well-known facts this (together with the plurisubharmonicity of j) implies that
the hypersurface fj ¼ rgCY{p is strictly pseudoconvex in a neighbourhood of
p; and that there is a local peak function for p at a neighbourhood of p: Then Y is
not a local maximum set, contrary to the assumptions. This means that
½ðddcjÞn	14dj4dcjðpÞ ¼ 0: By Lemma 3.10, ½ðddcjÞn	14dcjðpÞ ¼ 0: Conse-
quently, the last identity holds at every point pAY ; and by Lemma 3.12 ðddcjÞn ¼ 0
on K
3
and ½ðddcjÞn	14dj4dcjðpÞ ¼ 0 on K
3
: Applying again Lemma 3.10 we ﬁnd
that ðddcjÞn	14dcj and ðddcjÞn	14dcj vanish on K
3
,Y : Since it follows from the
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assertion below that ZCK
3
; therefore, all the four forms considered above vanish on
Z as well (by continuity). (It is unclear at the moment whether ðddcjÞn vanish at the
singular points of Y :)
(c) We need the following assertion: if tnrt0; tn; t0A½s; r; and Yn ¼ fj ¼ tng-K ;
Y0 ¼ fj ¼ t0g-K; then Yn converges to Y0 in the Hausdorff topology on compact
sets.
Let t0A½s; r: By (b), ðddcjÞn	14dcj ¼ 0 on Y0 ¼ fj ¼ t0g-K : If t0 is a
noncritical value of j; then by Lemma 3.13, Y0 must have the local maximum
property. Suppose now, that t0 is a critical value. By Sard Theorem (cf. [N3]), the set
of critical values is dense in ½s; r: We choose a decreasing sequence ftng converging
to t0; tnrt0: Then the Yn’s have the local maximum property and, by the assertion,
limn-þN Yn ¼ Y0: By [Sl2, Proposition 4.10 (iii)], the limit set Y0 must have the local
maximum property as well. &
4. Weakly complete surfaces
1. From now on we will assume that X is a weakly complete surface i.e. a
connected weakly complete 2-dimensional complex manifold. By holomorphic curve,
we intend a pure 1-dimensional complex space. A complex curve is a regular
holomorphic curve.
For a weakly complete surface X the structure of the minimal kernel S1 can be
made further precise.
Lemma 4.1. Let j : X-R be a C2 minimal function. Assume that c is a regular value
of j: Then S1c ¼ S1-fj ¼ cg is a compact foliated space (foliated by complex curves)
provided it is nonempty. Furthermore, for every point p0AS1c ; there is a special
holomorphic coordinate chart ðU ; z; wÞ; where pAU ; z; w : U-C; zðp0Þ ¼ wðp0Þ ¼ 0;
and numbers e; d40 such that:
(i) De  Dd :¼ fpAU : jzðpÞjpe; jwðpÞjpdg!U ;
(ii) there is a family of holomorphic functions ft : De-Dd; tAT ; such that, in the
coordinates ðz; wÞ
S1c-ðDe  DdÞ ¼
[
tAT
fðz; ftðzÞÞ: zADeg;
(iii) there is a C2-smooth function v : De  ð	e; eÞ-R such that, in the coordinates
ðz; wÞ
fj ¼ cg-ðDe  DdÞ ¼ fðz; t þ ivðz; tÞ: jzjoe; jwjodg:
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Proof. The problem being local, we can assume, without loss of generality, that X is
a neighbourhood in C2: We can make a complex-afﬁne change of coordinates so that
in the new coordinates ðz; wÞ; z ¼ x þ iy; w ¼ u þ iv; the point p becomes ð0; 0Þ and
the (real) tangent hyperplane to S ¼ fj ¼ cg is identical with the hyperplane
Im w ¼ 0; i.e. TpðSÞ ¼ C RCC C:
Let us write C2 ¼ C R iR and choose a ball B in C R;
B ¼ Br ¼ fðz; uÞAC R: jzj2 þ u2or2g;
r40; small enough so that the connected component of
ðB  iRÞ-fj ¼ cg
containing 0 is the graph of some C2 function v : B-R; i.e. equal to
fðz; wÞAB  iR: Im w ¼ vðz; uÞg:
Now let u : B-R be the unique continuous solution of the Dirichlet problem
L0u ¼ 0 in B;
u ¼ v on bB
(
for the Levi operator, like in [ST1, Theorem 13]. Denote by Y the graph of u and by
Y0 the graph of ujbB; let
Z ¼ S1c-ðB  iRÞ;
Z0 ¼ S1c-ðbB  iRÞ:
Since Z has local maximum property and Z\ZCZ0CY0; and since cY0 ¼ Y ðcY0
denotes the polynomial hull), therefore ZCY \Y0:
By [Sh], the hypersurface Y \Y0 is foliated by complex leaves so, in order to show
that S1c is foliated by complex leaves, it sufﬁces to show the following.
Assertion. A local maximum set Z; relatively closed in a foliated hypersurface
Y \Y0; is the union of a family of complex leaves of Y :
Indeed, suppose that there is a complex leaf l of Y which intersects Z but is not
contained in Z: Let ðz0; w0Þ be a point in l which belongs to the relative boundary in l
of the set Z-l:
By the properties of Shcherbina’s foliation of Y \Y0 (cf. [Sh, Main Theorem (ii)]),
there is a disc De ¼ fzAC: jz 	 z0joeg and a holomorphic function f0 : De-C; such
that f0ðz0Þ ¼ w0 and D0 :¼ fðz; f0ðzÞÞ: zADegCl: Observe that D0 is an analytic disc
such that ðz0; w0ÞAD0-Z; D0CZ:
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Consider now a family of analytic discs Ds; 0osok; k40; deﬁned by ‘‘vertical’’
translation,
Ds ¼ D0 þ is ¼ fðz; f0ðzÞ þ isÞ: zADeg:
Clearly,
ðDs;Ds\DsÞ-ðD0;D0\D0Þ
in the Hausdorff metric, as s-0þ; and Ds-Y ¼ |; for s40:
Observe that the set
W ¼ B  iR\Z
is pseudoconvex, and clearly DsCV ; s40; and D0gV : By the strong continuity
principle (strong disc theorem of Bremermann, [V, p. 151]) D0 must be contained in
bV ; i.e. D0CZ: This proves the assertion. &
Remark 4.1. Vladimirov formulates the strong disc theorem for ﬂat discs only.
However, by applying the biholomorphical transformation ðz; wÞ-ðz; w 	 f0ðzÞÞ in
De  C; we can change our discs Ds; sX0; into ﬂat discs, and so reduce our case
to his.
2. The method of proof of the above lemma can be employed to state the
following.
Proposition 4.2. Let M be a C0 hypersurface in C2 and ZCM a holomorphic curve
(not necessarily locally closed). Assume that M is locally a graph of some continuous
function. Then Z does not have any singular point.
Proof. Suppose pAZ is a singular point of Z: Let the coordinates ðz; wÞ and B ¼
BrCC R be chosen in such a way that p ¼ ð0; 0Þ and locally at p M is the graph of
some continuous function v : B-R:
Since Z-ðB  iRÞCgraphðvÞ; the intersection Z-f0g  C is a countable set (at
worse). Let Dd be the disc fzAC: jzjodg: It is possible to choose d40 such that the
connected component F of the intersection ðDd  CÞ-Z containing 0 is compact
and F-ðDd  CÞ is a relatively closed holomorphic curve of Dd  C and F-f0g 
C ¼ fð0; 0Þg: We now apply the main result of [Sl3], to show that F must be an
analytic disc.
Fix zAbDd: The set Fz ¼ F-ðfzg  CÞ is ﬁnite and contained in the real curve
gz ¼ fðz; t þ ivðz; tÞÞ: tARg: Let Xz be the smallest closed subarc of gz containing Fz:
Let X ¼ SzAbDdfzg  Xz: Then X is a compact subset of bDd  C containing F0 ¼
ðbDd  CÞ-F ; where F \F0 is a holomorphic curve. Hence, the polynomially convex
hull Y ¼ Xˆ of X contains F ; and so is nontrivial (i.e. YaX ). By the quoted result
[Sl3], Y \X is foliated by graphs of bounded holomorphic functions Dd-C: Observe
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now that by shrinking d further, if necessary, we can assume without loss of
generality that YCB  iR; and so YCgraphðvÞ; i.e. Y is nowhere dense in C2 (in fact
each Yz ¼ Y-ðfzg  CÞÞ; zADz is contained in a curve fðz; t þ ivðz; tÞÞ: tARg:
Again by the quoted theorem of [Sl3], this implies that Y \X has unique foliation by
analytic discs, graphs of holomorphic functions. Applying this theorem over smaller
discs we ﬁnd that the regular part of F \F0 is contained in the union of at most
countably many disjoint analytic discs of the unique foliation of Y \X : But since F is
the closure of the regular part of F \F0; and since F is connected, we conclude that it
is contained in exactly one analytic disc of the foliation of Y \X ; which is the graph of
a bounded holomorphic function. Hence, F is regular. In particular, p is a regular
point of Z: &
Remark 4.2. The proof when M is C1 is quite elementary using the Weierstrass
preparation theorem, and it is valid for any dimension, i.e. a complex analytic
subspace Z of Cn of pure dimension n 	 1; contained in a real C1 hypersurface M;
must be regular.
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